HER WORK SAVES LIVES
In honor of International Women's Day on March 8, 2020, over 600 Pathfinder supporters wrote notes of gratitude to health workers and caregivers who are changing the course of history for women around the world. Their tireless commitment to bringing vital sexual and reproductive health care to their communities is what makes our work possible.

Here are just a few of those submissions.
THANK YOU TO ALL THE BRAVE WOMEN WHO MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THE LIVES OF MANY.
Elisa Advocate

Her work creates opportunities
I deeply appreciate the dedication of so many health workers, caregivers and activists who do the hard work necessary to bring health care to more women and girls, and to empower them to make their own choices.

Many thanks.

-Janet

Thank you for making the world a better place for all of us. We are all better off because of you.

-Mark

We thank you for dedicating yourselves to fighting for access to maternal and youth health services as well as working tirelessly behind the scenes so women and children can live a better life!

-Nannette
Your work is essential to the health and welfare of women and their families. I spent many years in a similar job; sometimes there are hurdles but clearing them makes the world a better place.

-Anna

I have no words to express my gratitude to those of you looking out for the health and safety of those in your charge. You're appreciated, every day!

-Harold
My gratitude and appreciation goes to all the health workers, care givers, nurses, women and men who have added value to the lives of mothers and their children in remote and difficult areas where service delivery is usually unattainable.

As a Senior Nurse & Pathfinder, I wish to congratulate you all and share with you my sentiments about your indispensable and invaluable support you have given to mothers in need! Service to mankind is our primary goal and the reason for the existence of this noble profession. May we always have strength and the ability to support others.

Sincerely,

-Adunni
You are doing a self-sacrificing job. People like you are angels & saints on earth. If there were more like you, this world would be a better place.

Thanks to your dedication and devotion. We wish you the very best of luck. May you stay safe and healthy.

-Danielle

I want to use this medium to say a very big thank you in appreciation to your great works and efforts in improving the health and standards of living of the people. May God bless you plenty and give you the strength to do more.

-Naikudo
May you be blessed for your dedication, for caring for others before yourself and the unrelenting hard work you do. May you enjoy only good health, fulfillment and peace.

Thank you for everything kind that you do,

-Sherry

From woman to woman, thank you for all you do to help others. We have always been the ones who carried the heaviest load. But things may be changing and soon our position in the world will too. With more power we will build a better world! Hope is our partner!

-Graciela

Thank you for your dedication and commitment in helping mothers deliver healthy babies. Every healthy baby delivered, is a testimony that maternal deaths can be prevented. -Asha
I appreciate the long hours and hard work you have been doing to keep us safe and healthy.

-Jeremy

I believe that women can lead the way in assuring that human life on earth has a future. But we must get out of their way and help them. Thank you for helping women survive and thrive.

-Carl

To all the great women doing an amazing job improving and promoting community health and well-being. Thank you so much for your service to humanity.

-Bintu
You all are doing incredible, necessary, and life-changing work in your community, and I am so inspired by you! Thank you for supporting women and girls and helping them receive the health care they need. You are super stars!

-Anthony

As someone who struggled with the pressures of ‘needing’ to have sex, I was very unsure of where I could go to get accessible birth control. Luckily, I was able to find such options in my home. Seeing dedicated health care workers such as yourselves help women in their sexual health makes me feel proud and hopeful that more women are being empowered. I believe in your cause.

Stay strong,

I want to be like you when I grow up!  

-Paptrilla

-Kate
Surrounding each of you with white light, love and prayers for protection. Thank you for your great heart and courage.

-John

No words of appreciation can suffice the contribution of our health workers across the Pathfinder countries of operation. Your efforts towards the safety and health of women and girls are very much recognized and appreciated especially at this time.

-Freya

Your work is so important and makes such a difference for so many women. A million thanks for your great work!

-Patricia
Pathfinder International champions sexual and reproductive health and rights worldwide, mobilizing communities most in need to break through barriers and forge their own path to a healthier future.